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15 - 21 december 2010
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Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton, Naaldwijk
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Program
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday,
Monday,
Tuesday,
December 15 December 16 December 17 December 18 December 19 December 20 December 21

Forests, Wellness, Cities,
Coastal, Business, Culinary
ALL FACILITIES FOR A CAREFREE HOLIDAY

RELAX ENJOY TASTE

CULINARY DELIGHTS CYCLING & HIKING

BUSINESS CONVENIENCE FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

BEAUTIFUL HOTELS UNIQUE LOCATIONS

12.00 hours registration and
payment of fees

14.30 hours opening
ceremony

09.00 hours second round

15.30 hours third round

09.00 hours fourth round

09.00 hours fifth round

09.00 hours sixth round

13.00 hours final school
competition
‘pupillen
West-HollandseDambond’

19.00 hours Disco Blitz

09.30 hours final school
competition
‘welpen
West-HollandseDambond’

10.00 hours explication by
Johan
Krajenbrink

15.30 hours eighth round

15.30 hours first round

09.00 hours ninth round

16.00 hours closing ceremony

15.30 hours seventh round

Breakfast, daily 07.15-8.30 hours
Lunch, daily 13.30-14.30 hours
Dinner, daily 20.00-22.00 hours, except Friday: 18.00-19.00 hours
All activities take place in Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton unless otherwise stated.
Organising Committee
Fred Ivens, chairman and press matters
Richard van Diggele, secretary and tournament director
Jan Kok, treasurer and sponsorship

Martin van der Hout, secondary coordinator
Guido van den Berg, ICT coordinator
Gerard de Groot, webmaster

Honorary Committee
Jan Bogaard, alderman Sports Westland
Harry Otten, president Federation Mondiale du Jeu de Dames (FMJD)
Ties Elzenga, chairman Beheersstichting Loswal De Bonnen
Jan Kleyberg, chairman VSB Fonds Westland
Johan Haijtink, president Koninklijke Nederlandse Dambond (KNDB)
Michael Smit, manager Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton Naaldwijk
Hermen Kerssies, manager Rabobank Westland
Referees
Stefano Iacono, Italy, main referee
Francis Huijsen, Netherlands, referee
Ibrahima Diaw, Senegal, referee
Employees
The organization is supported by Maikel Bruin, tournament doctor, Yassine el Mariami and the staff of
Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton.

For more information about the Fletcher Hotels and the packages, please consult

WWW.FLETCHER.NL
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Tournament accommodation
Phonenumbers
Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton
Press: Fred Ivens +31 (0)6 10204996
Tiendweg 20
Tournament director:
2671 SB Naaldwijk
Richard van Diggele +31 (0)6 28470625
Phone: +31 (0)347 750432
See www.hotelcarlton.nl for more information (contact & route)
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World Championship Draughts Juniors and Girls 2010
Participants Juniors
Aliaksei Kunitsa, Belarus
Uladzislau Valiuk, Belarus
Thiago Correa Grandesso, Brazil
Allan Igor Moreno Silva, Brazil
Anti Ingel, Estonia
Martin Talimets, Estonia
Andrejs Cehanovics, Latvia
Peteris Gailans, Latvia
Ilmars Galanskis, Latvia
Anri Plaksij, Lithuania
Enkhbat Otgonbayar, Mongolia
Feroz Amirkhan, Netherlands
Roel Boomstra, Netherlands
Thijs van den Broek, Netherlands
Martijn van IJzendoorn, Netherlands
Wouter Sipma, Netherlands
Wladyslaw Daliga, Poland
Mateusz Piatek, Poland
Mariusz Slezak, Poland
Maxim Milshin, Russia
Evgeny Vyaznikov, Russia
Georges Richard Gouelho, Senegal
Gaetano Nahar, Surinam
Arief Salarbaks, Surinam
Niaaz Salarbaks, Surinam
Samandar Kalanov, Uzbekistan

Participants Girls
Darya Fedarovich, Belarus
Volha Fadarovich, Belarus
Vera Khvashchynskaya, Belarus
Ana Paula Araújo Brito, Brazil
Helina Rajasalu, Estonia
Parvez Sohi, India
Ieva Brantevica, Latvia
Simona Grava, Latvia
Zane Magone, Latvia
Nandintsetseg Batdelger, Mongolia
Mandakhnaran Erdenetsogt, Mongolia
Nyamgerel Sukhee, Mongolia
Denise van Dam, Netherlands
Karlijn Overes, Netherlands
Laura Timmerman, Netherlands
Heike Verheul, Netherlands
Mei-Jhi Wu, Netherlands
Arleta Flisikowska, Poland
Magda Pawlowska, Poland
Natalia Sadoska, Poland
Aliya Aminova, Russia
Matrena Nogovitsyna, Russia
Ayyyna Sobakina, Russia
Mame Diarra Bousso Fall, Senegal
Shakhzoda Tursunmurotova, Uzbekistan
Sayyora Yuldasheva, Uzbekistan

Frerik Andriessen, Netherlands, reserve player

Ester van Muijen, Netherlands, reserve player

Welcome to the miracle world called Westland!
Decisiveness, innovation, and creativity are key words in this region. Its vast horticultural area is one of the
most important key ports of our country. Here, the motto is: Always try to think one move ahead. Hence,
the world championships draughts for juniors and girls fits this region so well. How did Foundation The
Hague Open end up in the middle of The City of Glass, only 15 kilometres from the centre of The Hague?
Well, having organized the Hague’s international summer draughts tournament The Hague Open for 15
years, we were ready for ‘something else’. FMJD administrator and referee Johan Demasure asked us if
we were willing to organize this tournament. When Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton in Naaldwijk
guaranteed the attractive ambiance of a 4 star accommodation, our choice was quickly made.
Moreover, acquiring of the additional sponsorship was very successful. The municipality of
Westland - initially represented by alderman for sports Ben van der Stee, later by his successor Jan
Bogaard - management foundation Loswal De Bonnen, VSB Fund Westland, and Rabobank soon got
enthusiastic about our plans. Their binding element is to promote Westland. Hence, the special
informative Westland page in the program. Additional support - in many forms - was given by the FMJD,
the KNDB, and the Ministry of Health, Well-being and Sports.
The World Championship will be a unique event in a unique region. With players from Russia, Senegal,
Mongolia and Brazil. The vacant title of Belarusian double world champion Andrey Tolchikov is at stake for
the juniors. It will be interesting to see how 13 year old (!) local hero Martijn van IJzendoorn from
Wateringen will carry on in this arena. Despite his young age, he was granted with a free invitation.
We proudly announce that it will be possible, by using electronic boards, to follow 10 games every day
in real time all over the world, from Mongolia to the Antarctica. In addition, we have organized regional
school championships, of which both finals will be played during the world championship in the Fletcher
Hotel-Restaurant Carlton. Draughts is not only top-class sport, but also recreational sport. We hope that
we have created sufficient conditions for all participants to perform optimally.
We wish you all - regardless of the result - a lot of success and a jolly good time in this captivating region.
Fred Ivens
Chairman Foundation The Hague Open
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A large pool of talent in Naaldwijk

World Championship Youth in The Netherlands, wonderful!

In 2010, The Netherlands will host another important draughts tournament. Whilst the top players are
looking forward to the 2011 World Championship in Emmeloord, their predecessors will compete in
coastal Naaldwijk. The Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton in Naaldwijk will be a major sponsor for this
event and will host the participants.

After four years, the World Youth Championships are again in The Netherlands. Wonderful!
Some enthusiastic The Hague draughts players and the organizers of the The Hague Open, the famous
summer tournament of which this year the last edition was held, took the time to organize something
else. The choice for the World Youth Championships, both for boys and girls, is a good decision. That
they were able to find sufficient financial resources for the organization of this tournament, is an
achievement in itself. The event will be held in the Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton in Naaldwijk.
A wonderful accommodation for such a tournament, and a great accommodation for the participants
to spend the night. The two events were held in The Netherlands for the last time in 2006. Then, Hijken
DTC was the organizing association. This was also the last tournament in which a fellow countryman
won the title, namely Pim Meurs. In the 38 times that the World Championship for boys was held,
he was the sixth Dutchman who won the title. In almost all other years, the title went to players from
Eastern-European countries. If The Netherlands would like to stay on the same level as those countries,
this is the time that a Dutchman should win the title again. With the talent Roel Boomstra we have a
good chance.

We expect to see a large pool of talent in Naaldwijk. Not only very talented young Dutch players such as
Martijn van IJzendoorn will participate, but also other countries, such as Brazil, will send participants. In
the past summer tournaments, we saw that very young Chinese players increased their rating rapidly. In
the summer of 2010, a major collaboration between the Netherlands and Senegal started, and
hopefully this will result in African players participating, too. We hope that in the coming years also the
United States will send strong young players. All of this proves that draughts will be more international in
the future.
As we can see now, retired people such as Fred Ivens still have a lot of energy. He was not only involved
in the last The Hague Open tournament, but he is also a main force for the World Championship Youth.
Alongside Fred Ivens, we owe many thanks to Jan Kok, Richard van Diggele, Guido van den Berg,
Martin van der Hout and Gerard de Groot. We hope that the many sponsors will see the power of
publicity resulting from major draughts tournaments, and that it will entice them to sponsor future
tournaments as well.

I wish the organization and the players a very inspiring tournament.

Another talent is Martijn van IJzendoorn, who is the national youth champion in the category of the
mini-cadets. He may be very young; however, this year he has shown that he plays almost as well as
the world top, for example during the tournament in Salou. Anyway, the organization can be sure that
media attention will be paid to this talent from Westland. The tournament is important for the
development of the players, shown by the fact that almost all the winners immediately join the world top
of the seniors. The girls competition needs a bit more attention in The Netherlands! It is the 15th
tournament for girls and all those times, the title went to a girl from an Eastern European country. The
Dutch girls barely played a role in the distribution of medals, with the exception of Linda Schnieders, who
became second after a barrage for the title, in 1998. Due to increased attention for the girl-players and
additional training opportunities, the Dutch girls start ending up in the top and sub top of
international championships, as well.

Harry Otten
President FMJD

I hope that the tournament, both from a sportive and an organizational perspective, will be a resounding
success!!

In the winter months, major storms can batter the Dutch coast, and for those who enjoy these storms,
Naaldwijk is an excellent place to be. We hope that the North Sea environment will inspire the players to
stormy games inside the Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton. And don’t be surprised when, within 5 to 10
years, one of the participants will be the new world champion!

Johan Haijtink
President KNDB
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Welcome and successful days!
From December 15th to 21th, we’d like to welcome the best youth draughts players of the world in
Westland. Around sixty boys (17-19 years old) and girls (12-19 years old), from a record number of
countries, join the World Championship draughts for the youth. For Westland this is extra special
because Martijn van IJzendoorn will join us. This young (13 years old) top talent from Wateringen is
allowed to take part in this international tournament.
It will be a wonderful event, with an international look. This World Championship fits in well with the
character of Westland, a municipality with the highest number of sporting clubs in the Netherlands.
Many large and small sporting activities contribute to the viability of Westland. It is important to
emphasize that not only attention is given to large attractive events, such as Sport op Groen, the
Wollebrandcross, and the Wateringse Cycling day, but also to people who are active on a weekly basis
for events like this one. I’d like to thank the people who organized this tournament and the supporting
staff. In addition, I am very pleased that the final of a regional school draughts championship will take
place during this World Championship Sport is for everyone on every day.
I hope that the World Championship draughts for youth 2010 will be a success. Moreover, I wish you,
together with the municipality, the participants, the volunteers, and the spectators, successful days.
Jan Bogaard
Alderman Sports of the municipality Westland

Particular regulation World Championship Juniors 2010
Naaldwijk (Netherlands)
General organisation
Article I
The World Championship Juniors 2010 has been allotted by the FMJD to the Royal Dutch Draughts
Federation (KNDB) and organized by Foundation The Hague Open. It will be held at Naaldwijk from the
15th till the 21st of December.
Article II
The championship will be held in Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton, Tiendweg 20, 2671 SB Naaldwijk.
Article III
For one player per national federation all costs of lodging and all relevant expenses will be borne by
the WC’s organization from the 14th of December in the evening, arrival of the players, till the 22th of
December in the morning, departure of the delegations. For the second and following player(s) all the
above-mentioned expenses will be borne by the sending federation. These expenses will be
30 €/day per person (240 € total). (Trainers and officials 37,50 €/day per person/300 € total). The hotel
offers a special price for other accompanying persons/parents of 45 €/day per person in double room.
All prices based on at least two persons per room. For a single room a surcharge of 12,50 €/day.
Article IV
The travelling expenses of the players are for the account of their federation, just like the travelling and
hotel expenses of the coaches. Arrivals on 13 December or departures after 22 December will entail
additional expenses (see Article III).
Article V
The tournament will be led by Stefano Iacono, main referee (Italy); he will be assisted by Francis Huijsen
(Netherlands) and stagiair Ibrahima Diaw (Senegal). They have to take care for a strict application of the
regulation. They will have to check the birth dates of the players.
Article VI
The participants have to pay an enrolment fee of 80 € (or 52 €) per player. Everyone who will not pay this
enrolment fee can not be participant of the tournament.
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Course of the tournament
Article VII
The tournament will be played according to the Swiss system at most in nine (9) rounds according to
the timetable provided by the organization committee. It will regroupe the players corresponding to the
here added official list.
Article VIII
Pairings: These will be made in accordance with the Swiss system on the diskette of the FMJD. Players
of the same country are not bound to meet each other in the first round.
Article IX
The official rules of the FMJD will be used. The time rate will be one (1) hour and twenty (20) minutes
per player plus one (1) minute per move played: « Fischer system ». Use of clock and recording games
is compulsory. There is no more a phase of ‘time shortage’, and recording games is compulsory from
move to move. The forty (40) move rule for agreeing a draw will be enforced. Any players
agreeing a draw in less than forty (40) moves will be awarded a score of 0-0.
Article X
Decision of ex-aequo: After the last round the players will be classified on the base of the total points
obtained. In case of an ex-aequo, the decision will be taken in accordance with the criteria provided in
Swiss system competitions.
Article XI
Assignment of the title: The player with the most points will be certified World Champion Juniors 2010.
If two or more players finish in the first place, they will be classified in accordance with the criteria in
article X. There are only barrages if all results are completely the same after having applied all criteria.
Article XII
The players finishing in the first three places will receive a medal and an official diploma.
Article XIII
This particular regulation is derived from the original legislative regulation in French. According to the rule
adopted in the General Assembly of Abidjan 1996 it is forbidden to smoke in the playing hall.

Particular regulation World Championship Girls
Naaldwijk (Netherlands)
General organisation
Article I
The World Championship Girls 2010 has been allotted by the FMJD to the Royal Dutch Draughts
Federation (KNDB) and organized by Foundation The Hague Open. It will be held at Naaldwijk from the
15th till the 21st of December.
Article II
The championship will be held in Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton, Tiendweg 20, 2671 SB Naaldwijk.
Article III
For one player per national federation all costs of lodging and all relevant expenses will be borne by
the WC’s organization from the 14th of December in the evening, arrival of the players, till the 22th of
December in the morning, departure of the delegations. For the second and following player(s) all the
above-mentioned expenses will be borne by the sending federation. These expenses will be 30 €/day
per person (240 € total). (Trainers and officials 37,50 €/day per person/300 € total). The hotel offers a
special price for other accompanying persons/parents of 45 €/day per person in double room. All prices
based on at least two persons per room. For a single room a surcharge of 12,50 €/day.
Article IV
The travelling expenses of the players are for the account of their federation, just like the travelling and
hotel expenses of the coaches. Arrivals on 13 December or departures after 22 December will entail
additional expenses (see Article III).
Article V
The tournament will be led by Stefano Iacono, main referee (Italy); he will be assisted by Francis Huijsen
(Netherlands) and stagiair Ibrahima Diaw (Senegal). They have to take care for a strict application of the
regulation. They will have to check the birth dates of the players.
Article VI
The participants have to pay an enrolment fee of 80 € (or 52 €) per player. Everyone who will not pay this
enrolment fee can not be participant of the tournament.

Made at Lendelede, Belgium on 15 September 2010.
Johan Demasure
FMJD Tournament Director ‘100’ Youth
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Course of the tournament

Inspired by Westland!

Article VII
The tournament will be played according to the Swiss system at most in nine (9) rounds according to
the timetable provided by the organization committee. It will regroupe the players corresponding to the
here added official list.

Westland: more than 9,000 hectares, sandwiched between the North Sea and the big cities The Hague,
Delft, and Rotterdam. The approximately 100,000 inhabitants, spread over eleven village centres, have a
high level of social cohesion and commitment to their society. They have, in many cases, the qualities of
a pioneer: powerful, passionate, and they are always at the front. So, it is an inspiring community to live
and work. Especially the common denominator greenhouse horticulture contributes to this community.
Westland is the largest greenhouse horticulture municipality in the world. It has 2402 hectares under
glass, of which 993 hectares are set with vegetables (tomato/peppers) and 1394 hectares with
ornamental plant cultivation (potted plants/cut ﬂowers). More than half of the leading companies in this
sector are located in the Glass City or Europe’s Vegetable Garden, which is how this region has always
been known all over the world. There are 9,000 companies that provide approximately 41,000 jobs.
The main strength is cooperation because in the Greenport Westland all the links in the chain are
represented: production and suppliers, trade and logistics, surrounded by the many
knowledge-intensive service providers. Enterprises and institutions inspire and encourage each other to
excel. The common interest and the physical proximity of all these parties ensure that they have
intensive contact, and thus an unprecedented innovation and mobilising force. The municipality of
Westland and Westlands economy have joined forces in the project Image Westland, with the
motto Inspired by Westland! Their aim is to strengthen and build on the position of Westland as durable,
innovative, and dynamic glass horticulture area.

Article VIII
Pairings: These will be made in accordance with the Swiss system on the diskette of the FMJD. Players
of the same country are not bound to meet each other in the first round.
Article IX
The official rules of the FMJD will be used. The time rate will be one (1) hour and twenty (20) minutes
per player plus one (1) minute per move played: « Fischer system ». Use of clock and recording games
is compulsory. There is no more a phase of ‘time shortage’, and recording games is compulsory from
move to move. The forty (40) move rule for agreeing a draw will be enforced. Any players
agreeing a draw in less than forty (40) moves will be awarded a score of 0-0.
Article X
Decision of ex-aequo: After the last round the players will be classified on the base of the total points
obtained. In case of an ex-aequo, the decision will be taken in accordance with the criteria provided in
Swiss system competitions.

Hopefully, you will also be inspired by Westland!

Article XI
Assignment of the title: The player with the most points will be certified World Champion Girls 2010.
If two or more players finish in the first place, they will be classified in accordance with the criteria in
article X. There are only barrages if all results are completely the same after having applied all criteria.
Article XII
The players finishing in the first three places will receive a medal and an official diploma.
Article XIII
This particular regulation is derived from the original legislative regulation in French. According to the rule
adopted in the General Assembly of Abidjan 1996 it is forbidden to smoke in the playing hall.
Made at Lendelede, Belgium on 15 September 2010.
Johan Demasure
FMJD Tournament Director ‘100’ Youth
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Former champions Girls

Former champions Juniors
Year

Name

Nationality

Played in

Year

Name

Nationality

Played in

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1979
1980
1981
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

N. Mishchanski
N. Mishchanski
R. Clerc
B. Robillard
G. van Aalten
E. Sklyarov
B. Bies
E. Sklyarov
A. Balyakin
V. Virni
A. Chizhov
G. Valneris
G. Valneris
G. Valneris
I. Koifman
I. Koifman
I. Koifman
I. Koifman
E. Prosman
A. Georgiev
A. Georgiev
V. Fridman
A. Georgiev
A. Getmanski
A. Getmanski
O. Cherniak
O. Cherniak
W. van der Wijk
Y. Anikeyev
I. Antonenko
R. Ishmetov
B. Derkx
R. Misans
A. Ivanov
P. Meurs
N. Gulyayev
A. Tolchikov
A. Tolchikov

USSR
USSR
Netherlands
Haiti
Netherlands
USSR
Netherlands
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
Netherlands
Russia
Russia
Ukraine
Russia
Russia
Russia
Ukraine
Ukraine
Netherlands
Ukraine
Ukraine
Russia
Netherlands
Ukraine
Ukraine
Netherlands
Russia
Belarus
Belarus

Amsterdam, Netherlands
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Sneek, Netherlands
De Lier, Netherlands
Bruxelles, Belgium
Westerhaar, Netherlands
Amstelveen, Netherlands
Puget-sur-Argens, France
Westerhaar, Netherlands
Mori, Italy
Granville, France
Tallinn, Estonia
Rotterdam, Netherlands
Bruxelles, Belgium
Zaparozhe, Ukraine
Amstelveen, Netherlands
Amstelveen, Netherlands
Chartres, France
Bamako, Mali
Tallinn, Estonia
Westerhaar, Netherlands
Woerden, Netherlands
Leeuwarden, Netherlands
Mongagua, Brazil
Parthenay, France
Alphen aan den Rijn, Netherlands
Trieste, Italy
Minsk Mazowiecki, Poland
Dneprodzerzhinsk, Ukraine
Hijken, Netherlands
Anduze, France
Nidzica, Poland
Vitebsk, Belarus

1989
1992
1993
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2003
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

E. Diomochkina
L. Litvinenko
G. Gaibova
T. Tansykkuzhina
L. Volkova
E. Siuda
O. Pestunova
D. Thachenko
I. Platonova
S. Kulalauskaite
S. Kulalauskaite
O. Abdullina
M. Nogovitsyna
M. Nogovitsyna

USSR
Ukraine
Tadjikistan
Russia
Belarus
Poland
Ukraine
Ukraine
Russia
Lithuania
Lithuania
Russia
Russia
Russia

Tallinn, Estonia
Tallinn, Estonia
Rheden, Netherlands
Parthenay, France
Doetinchem, Netherlands
Parthenay, France
Hijken, Netherlands
Parthenay, France
Hijken, Netherlands
Dneprodzerzhinsk, Ukraine
Hijken, Netherlands
Anduze, France
Nidzica, Poland
Vitebsk, Belarus
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Disco Blitz
Friday, December 17, 19.00 hours, is the Disco Blitz on the program, with DJ Yassinho. It will be played
in the Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton, Naaldwijk. Experience how to play draughts with special lights.
Seven rounds will be played, with a reﬂection period of five minutes per person and five seconds per
move. Registration is possible until 17.00 hours, using the form in Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Carlton or
by calling +31 (0)6 28470625. Participation is free. The first, second and third prize respectively amount
to 60 €, 30 € and 15 €.
Most beautiful track will be rewarded
There is one prize available to the best track. This may or may not exported move, an endgame, a
forcing, etc. The only condition is that the track is played during the WC Youth Juniors and Girls 2010.
On the appropriate forms the fragments can be returned to the referee. An expert jury will judge the
entries.
Liability
The organization of the tournament can not be held liable for the cost of illness or accident occurring
during the tournament or in the playing room. This also applies for losing or otherwise loss of goods.
The WC Youth Juniors and Girls 2010 on the internet
The WC Youth Juniors and Girls 2010 has its own site on the internet. Visit WWW.DAMWEB.NL/JWC
for all information and during the tournament:
- Latest news
- Results
- Photos
- The schedule for the next round
- The past games
- All standings

Experience the green Westland
A LA CARTE RESTAURANT LEONOR FINI
GETAWAY BY THE BEACH COSY BAR PAVLOS

CENTRAL LOCATION CYCLING & HIKING

SUNNY TERRACE COMFORTABLE ROOMS

CITY TRIPS OWN PARKING SPACE

For more information about Hotel-Restaurant Carlton and the packages, please consult
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